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WINE LIST 

The Turbine’s wines are mostly from smaller, family-owned wineries, and selected by 
our independent consultant.  

We believe in offering both quality and value, and each wine on our list is here because 
it deserves a place. 

Choose a bottle from our unique cellar, surrounded by restored turbines.  

We take pride in showcasing a number of more ‘local’ wines from the Garden Route, 
nearby Klein Karoo and coastal wineries.   
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Méthode Cap Classique 

Kleine Zalze Brut Rosé NV, Stellenbosch                           270   |     54  

Perky, ultra-fresh new release Chardonnay-Pinot pink from this swanky golf estate and 
winery, which produces many award-winning wines while offering attractive value. 

Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel, Stellenbosch                     320   

Simonsig is best known for Kaapse Vonkel which was the first sparkling wine made in 
South Africa according to the traditional French method of Champagne. Kaapse 
Vonkel means ‘Cape Sparkle’.   

Graham Beck Bliss Demi-Sec NV, Robertson                     370  

An elegant Chardonnay-Pinot Noir demi-sec/off-dry sparkler from popular bubbly 
specialist cellar with all the finesse of the Brut and a fresh, delicate sweetness. 

Bramon Sauvignon Blanc MCC, Plettenberg Bay (Garden Route)              490     

Named for children, Bram and Manon, the Thorpe family pioneered vine growing in 
Plett in the early 2000s. Unusually, a sparkling from Sauvignon, made by Anton Smal, 
shows elegant mineral notes and a focused finish. 

 

Champagne 

Pol Roger Brut Réserve NV, Épernay, Champagne      1400  

A Champenois from Aÿ, Pol Roger founded his champagne house in Épernay in 1849, 
building it into one of the most respected in Champagne. The Réserve is made in a 
rich dry style, coated with an irresistible veneer of creaminess.  

Taittinger Nocturne Sec NV, Reims, Champagne (off-dry)     1500 

One of the few large, independently-owned Champagne houses, Taittinger Nocturne 
is an off-dry, elegant blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir from some of the best 
vineyards in the Champagne region of Reims. 

 

Sauvignon Blanc 

Porcupine Ridge Sauvignon Blanc 2017, Coastal                          120   |     40 

Chilled, summery Sauvignon for pleasurable sipping by the glass, delivers great value. 

Baleia Sauvignon Blanc 2016, Riversdale (Garden Route)             185   |     62 

Baleia is Portuguese for whale, and standing on the vineyard’s limestone soils, a 
grape’s throw from the sea, one can see the Whale Nursery, St Sebastian’s Bay. The 
lime soils ensure vibrant acidity and minerality, with hints of fresh lime. 
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The Goose Sauvignon Blanc 2017, Langkloof (Garden Route)                   215   

Retief Goosen is the latest pro to join vigneron golfers producing wines. His vineyards 
are some of the most easterly, situated in apple producing Langkloof, where a cool 
climate translates into clean fruit flavours and brisk acidity.  

Ondine Sauvignon Blanc 2014, Darling                                 230   

West-Coast breezes cool the vines at Ormonde Private Cellar throughout the summer, 
ensuring fresh, zingy acidity in the intensely aromatic wines. The range is a tribute to 
Margot Fonteyn, who danced in the ballet Ondine. 

Springfield Life from Stone Sauv/Blanc 2017, Robertson                   270   

This hugely popular Sauvignon is made from vines grown on Springfield’s limestone-
rich soils, in a piercing, steely style. Minimal intervention in the cellar results in full 
expression of these soils, with passion fruit flavours and flintiness. 

Jordan ‘The Outlier’ Sauvignon Blanc 2015, Stellenbosch       270  

Oaked Sauvignon Blanc which flaunts a riper tropical style, while retaining an edgy 
element of flinty minerality, and zippy acidity. Classy and agile, it is unlikely to brashly 
assert itself over the dish with which it is partnered. 

Buitenverwachting ‘Hussey’s Vlei’ Sauv/Blanc 2015, Constantia      275 

The Hussey’s Vlei vineyard delivers the most exhilarating of the trio of Sauvignons 
produced at this well-regarded estate. Layers of finely textured fruit flesh out the 
appetising mineral backbone, making an absolutely riveting wine. 

Vergelegen Reserve Schaapenberg Sauv/Blanc 2015, Somerset West      510 

Vergelegen’s close attention to the vineyards produces fruit of outstanding quality. 
This classy wine, named after a 25-year old single vineyard, exhibits fig and gooseberry 
aromas and flavours, and a long, lean, minerally finish. 

 

Chenin Blanc 

Vondeling Petit Blanc Chenin 2017, Voor Paardeberg             130   |     33 

Named for the original Foundling Hospital on this Voor-Paardeberg farm, this 
delightfully fruity Chenin is made to be sipped with or without food. Enjoy a chilled 
glass with the view of the lagoon. 

Waterford Pecan Stream Chenin Blanc 2017, Stellenbosch                165    |    55 

Quality-driven Waterford's 2nd label wine is made to be enjoyed while the fresh 
tropical fruits and ripe apricot flavours are at their youthful best. Drink on its own or 
with a variety of pasta or white meat dishes. 

De Morgenzon DMZ Chenin Blanc 2016, Stellenbosch                  225  

Feisty Wendy Appelbaum and winemaker Carl van der Merwe are taking this farm on 
the slopes of the Stellenbosch Kloof to great heights. The DMZ range over-delivers, 
with plenty of grace and charm in all of their three Chenins. 
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Chardonnay (Unoaked) 

Jordan Unoaked Chardonnay 2016, Stellenbosch                  245  

Kathy and Gary Jordan show what the Chardonnay grape, uncloaked in wood, really 
tastes of: apples and limes, and a touch of pineapple shot through with lively 
minerality. 

Springfield Wild Yeast Chardonnay 2017, Robertson                              290        

Abrie Bruwer rests his Chardonnay on the lees (wild yeast) for a few months without 
having to put the wine into oak in order to add more flavour and breadth. Versatile 
food wine. 

 

Chardonnay 

Weltevrede 'Vanilla' Chardonnay 2016, Robertson                         150    |     50 

Fourth-generation winemaker Philip Jonker is something of a Chardonnay specialist, 
and this is his unpretentiously fun, peach and vanilla flavoured version, for easy 
drinking. 

Thelema Sutherland Chardonnay 2015, Elgin                                  260     

Thelema led the way with this Burgundy variety in the 1990s. Their Elgin bottling, which 
exhibits great freshness and elegance, typical of this cool climate. A mineral edge 
underlines the zesty lime aromas and flavours. 

Julien Schaal Mountain Vineyards Chardonnay 2015, Elgin               290     

French winemaker, Julien makes his refined pair of wines at Paul Cluver.  A soil-derived 
gravelly minerality and racy acidity adds to the classic length and complexity of this 
stylish, world-class chardonnay. 

Newton Johnson Southend Chardonnay 2015, Hemel-en-Aarde Valley   340  

Gordon and Nadia Newton Johnson craft these delicious wines, while brother Bevan 
markets it. Quality has improved steadily, and the plethora of serious top international 
awards flowing in reflect this. Always captivatingly delicious. 

Baleia Inge Chardonnay 2014, Riversdale (Garden Route)               390 

The 2014 Chardonnay was awarded ‘Discovery of the (Trophy Wine) Show’ which is 
granted to the best value gold medallist. We selected it for its layers of creamy peach 
and citrus flavour and perfect balance of fruit and oak. 

 

Other White Varieties:  Semillon │Viognier 

The Foundry Viognier 2015, Voor Paardeberg                    385  

Meerlust winemaker Chris Williams’ own label has done exceptionally well 
internationally. Rich flavours of apricot, lime and a stony minerality drive this well- 
balanced wine to a full, flavoursome conclusion. 
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Vergelegen Reserve Semillon 2014, Somerset West                   495  

Intensely flavoured, rich and complex Semillon from vineyards planted on the cool 
Schaapenberg slopes. Intense fruit flavours are given dimension by a barrel fermented 
component and a splash of Sauvignon.  

 

Premium White Blends 

Bellingham Pear Tree White Chenin Blanc Viognier 2015, Franschhoek 90   |    30 

Brilliant pale straw with green and gold glints and a burst of tropical pineapple, 
passion fruit and honey melon, tinged with yellow peach and zesty orange blossom 
both on nose and palate. 

Reyneke Organic Sauv/Blanc-Semillon 2016, Stellenbosch              165    |     55 

More accessible sibling to Johan Reyneke’s more serious White Reserve bottling. 
Combination of great value and quality in understated but lively, vibrant Sauvignon-
Semillon blend.  

Jakkalsvlei River Cuvée Chenin Blanc-Sauv 2017, Herbertsdale (GR)        170     

The Jonkers planted vines on their farm, nestled in the beautiful Garden Route, in the 
90s. This blend is the latest in their range, winning a gold medal on release. Delightful 
poise between Chenin’s richness and Sauvignon’s vibrancy. 

Haute Cabrière Chardonnay-Pinot Noir 2016, Franschhoek                   205  

Alluring, lightly-tinted non-sparkling blend of Champagne grapes, by one of the 
Cape’s oldest bubbly producers Achim von Arnim, offering generous mouthfeel and 
some fruit richness. 

Mullineux & Leeu Family White 2014, Swartland        440  

Twice-named Platter Winery of the Year, talented Andrea and Chris Mullineux blend 
low-yielding Chenin with Rhône varieties Grenache Blanc, Clairette and Viognier. 
Fermentation in older barrels adds breadth and texture. 

Vergelegen GBV White 2011/2012, Somerset West         810 

Classic, deliciously complex Bordeaux-styled white blend of Semillon and Sauvignon 
Blanc, displaying both elegance and steely richness. Flavour concentration, tightness 
and power ensure its reputation as the Cape’s blue-chip white. 

 

Semi-Sweet │Off-Dry 

Karusa 'The Litchi Bomb' Muscat 2017 (Semi-Sweet), Klein Karoo      150   |    50 

An aromatic, sweetly grapey explosion of crisp and refreshing lychees, apples and 
pears for easy sipping. 

Paul Cluver Close Encounter Riesling 2015 (Off-Dry), Elgin       210  

Named for the estate manager who narrowly escaped being hit by a train that runs 
through the estate. Made in a Spätlese style – with higher residual sugar and lower 
alcohol. Delicately fragrant, luscious fruit and balanced acidity. 
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Rosé 

Bellingham Berry Bush Dry Rose 2017, Franschhoek                          90     |     30 

Attractive twinkling pink with salmon flashes bursting with enticing crushed red berry, 
candied red apple, Turkish delight and rosewater aromas. Soft and fruity on entry with 
redolent strawberry and spice flavours that finish with a lively dry, fruity flourish. 

Baleia Rosé 2017, Riversdale (Garden Route)                                            120    

A stone’s throw from the cooling Southern Ocean breezes ensures vibrantly fresh and 
zesty wines, with plenty of fruit flavour. Dry but fruity. 

Delaire Graff Cabernet Franc Rosé 2017, Stellenbosch                    195  

Dry, pale pink stunner in 2015 from the high-altitude Cabernet Franc vineyards of this 
smartly revived property on the slopes of Helshoogte. Lovely structure for food 
pairing. 

Waterford Rosé-Mary 2017, Stellenbosch                     210 

This special, lower in alcohol (11%), light, dry blush wine is made by crushing together 
fresh red grapes immediately after harvesting. The fresh spicy flavours and crispness 
make it a suitable any-time-of-the-day wine. 

 

Pinot Noir 

Herold Pinot Noir 2015, Outeniqua (Garden Route)                    250   

The foot of Cradock Peak, the highest in the Outeniquas, is home to baboons, boars 
and fruit-eating birds - a challenge for pioneer Pinot growers in 1999. Rich and earthy, 
with pure red berry flavours, it is an ideal partner for pork and duck. 

Thelema Sutherland Pinot Noir 2014, Elgin                      300 

Fussy Pinot thrives in a cool-climate, and the high altitude and cloud cover of the Elgin 
plateau vineyards ensure that it doesn’t get too warm during the Cape summer. Light-
coloured and cherry-fruited, ideal sipped lightly chilled. 

The Goose Pinot Noir 2014, Langkloof (Garden Route)      370  

The cool, high vineyards of the Langkloof are ideal for Pinot. This elegant example 
from golfer Retief Goosen is supple and spicy, with distinctive cherry and raspberry 
flavours, seasoned by time in French oak barrels.  

 

Pinotage 

Hidden Valley Pinotage 2015, Stellenbosch                   255     

Dave Hidden’s expensively revamped (and now sold on) winery has a reputation for 
its broad-shouldered Pinotages that are well-suited to robust meat dishes. French and 
American oak add hints of mocha and savoury, textured tannins. 
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Kanonkop Pinotage 2015, Stellenbosch          260  

Powerful Pinotage from top producer, Kanonkop is produced from low-yielding old 
vines. Maturation in small French oak barrels develops the complexity derived from 
the compact red-berry fruit flavours. Treat yourself! 

Grangehurst Pinotage 2007, Stellenbosch                     400  

Grangehurst’s maiden 1992 vintage was vinified on a converted squash court. Since 
then, this specialist red wine cellar has lost none of its handcrafted appeal. Firmly 
structured, yet elegant 2007 shows great depth and complexity. 

Southern Right Pinotage 2015/16, Hemel-en-Aarde Valley      450  

Crafted in the Hamilton Russell cellar, this compact fruity wine with fine grain tannins 
and persistent raspberry and fresh cherry flavours reflects its Pinot Noir parentage, 
with its elegant and earthy flavours.  

 

Merlot 

Vondeling Petit Rouge Merlot 2017, Voor Paardeberg                          140   |    47 

Vondeling is named after the “Home for Foundlings” on this pretty property. This lively 
Merlot, with a dollop of Cabernet, is made to be enjoyed in its fresh, flavoursome 
youth. 

Franschhoek Cellar Old Museum Merlot 2016, Franschhoek               155   |    52 

Mocha-laced Merlot for sipping on its own, or for gulping down with pizza and pastas. 

Muratie Alberta Annemarie Merlot 2015, Stellenbosch                    295  

Quaint, rustic, family-owned winery Muratie’s stylish rosemary-scented Merlot is 
named after the original owner’s daughter, one of the first female wine-farm owners. 
A purple, plummy mouthful, with enviable grace and elegance. 

Hartenberg Merlot 2015, Stellenbosch                       395 

Sumptuous, elegantly-styled Merlot with rich red berries, ready to enjoy now. 
Winemaker Carl Schultz used French barrels for maturation, resulting in a fine, ripe 
tannin structure which graciously underpins the ripe fruit flavours. 

 

Cabernet Sauvignon 

Brampton Cabernet Sauvignon 2016, Coastal              170    |    57 

Fruit-driven, easy-drinking Cab offers enticing sweet black cherry fruit, juicy plums and 
hints of cassis, which are interwoven with oak aromas of vanilla and toffee. 

Springfield Whole Berry Cabernet 2015, Robertson                    330    

Abrie Bruwer’s quest for traditional techniques extends to his Cabernet, in which 
uncrushed ‘whole’ grapes are fermented to extract delicate fruit flavours and soft, 
plush tannins. 
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Buitenverwachting Cabernet Sauvignon 2013, Constantia                  340 

Extensive replanting of Cabernet in this Constantia vineyard is reflected in this 
perfectly ripe, fruit-packed red. Think Ribena, but with a dense velvet texture - and far 
more charm. Absolutely mouth-fillingly delicious. 

Thelema ‘The Mint’ Cabernet Sauvignon 2013, Stellenbosch                  550  

New-wave Cab leaders in the 90s, Thelema produces modern, accessible reds. 
Compact structure and excellent depth of fruit make for satisfying drinking. The 
distinctive fresh mint character (hence the name) complements roasted meats. 

 

Shiraz │ Syrah 

Brampton Shiraz 2016, Coastal              170    |     57 

Ripe fruit and soft tannins create a juicy, fruit-driven and accessible new world style. 

Jordan The Prospector Shiraz 2015, Stellenbosch                    370  

Gary and Kathy Jordan never fail to coax abundant flavours from grapes grown on 
their cool hillside vineyards. Matured in French oak, this wine shows all the hallmarks 
of quality: structure, depth, balance and complexity.  

Groot Constantia Shiraz 2015, Constantia                     440  

This significantly historic estate’s Shiraz offers enticing sweet black berry fruit and hints 
of spice, which are interwoven with subtle oak aromas of vanilla. Boela Gerber’s 15-
year tenure here has resulted in a huge increase in wine quality. 

The Foundry Syrah 2012, Stellenbosch                                  600   

Meerlust winemaker, Chris Williams believes texture and balance to be the most 
important components of a wine. Expressive, rich and spicy flavours with supple 
structure and an elegant, savoury finish. 

 

Other Red Varieties:  Cabernet Franc │ Tempranillo 

Baleia Tempranillo 2015, Riversdale (Garden Route)                                   260  

Rioja’s Tempranillo is a much-loved noble grape variety which has only relatively 
recently been planted in the Cape. Enjoy its refreshing qualities, lightly chilled on a hot 
day, or with meat, pizza and pasta dishes. 

Rainbow's End Cabernet Franc 2015, Stellenbosch                                  410  

One of the few single-varietal bottlings of Cab Franc in the Cape, usually found 
blended with Cab and Merlot. Seriously-styled and savoury, pairs well with lamb and 
roasted meat dishes. 
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Premium Red Blends  

Cape Blend 

Grangehurst Nikela 2006, Stellenbosch                     450  

‘Nikela’ means “to offer dedication, respect or tribute to one’s ancestors” - the name 
chosen by Jeremy Walker for this Cape blend dedicated to his parents. Rich, complex 
and austere, it is best served with hearty red meat dishes. 

 

Bordeaux-style Blends 

Gabrielskloof The Blend 2016, Bot River                                 220 

All 5 Bordeaux varieties go into this Cabernet-led (both Sauvignon and Franc) blend 
of the best barrels of the vintage. Son-in-law, Peter-Allan Finlayson has taken over the 
winemaking reins here, promising even greater things. 

Meerlust Rubicon 2012/2013, Stellenbosch         780  

One of first Cape Bordeaux-styled blends from this internationally renowned estate. 
The Rubicon is consistently restrained and quietly understated in style, rewarding time 
in bottle. 2012 produced a powerful, complex wine. 

 
 

Rhône-style Blends 

Bellingham Big Oak Red Shiraz Cabernet Sauvignon 2014            110    |     37 

Deep ruby with exuberant dark berry aromas, interesting oak spice and black pepper 
on the nose. Medium bodied and sleek on entry with succulent black and blue fruit 
flavours brushed with dark chocolate and spice flavours. Smooth textured tannins 
support the well-balanced and perfectly integrated blend right through to a vibrant 
juicy finish. 

Reyneke Organic Shiraz Cab/Sauv 2016, Stellenbosch              150    |     50 

Johan Reyneke’s aim has always been to express the uniqueness of his soils, dotted 
with stone age hand axes, in his wines. His Shiraz-Cab is elegant and pure, with vibrant 
black cherry and a peppery edge. 

AA Badenhorst Secateurs 2015, Swartland                      200  

Trendy Swartland blend of Cinsault, Shiraz, Grenache, Mourvèdre and Pinotage from 
maverick Adi Badenhorst. Supple, smooth textured sweet black fruit has sufficient grip 
to end dry and fresh, offering immediate drinkability.  

Boekenhoutskloof Chocolate Block 2015, Franschhoek       430  

Sought-after, sleek blend of (mostly) Shiraz and Grenache with a beguiling rich, 
spiciness after the traditional reds of the Southern Rhône. Dense, and vibrantly 
youthful, enjoy the voluptuous mouth feel, and long, complex finish. 
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Dessert Wines:  Noble Late Harvest │Straw Wine      glass 100ml 

Jordan Mellifera 2012, Stellenbosch (375ml)                           350    |     70 

Versatile with food (have as an aperitif or with dessert) because of its light freshness. 
Delicate, orange blossom aromas and ripe peach and apricot flavours are balanced by 
a thread of acidity, adding elegance to the rich, citrus twist finish. 

Delheim Edelspatz Noble Late Harvest 2012, Stellenbosch (375ml)   290   |    58 

Deliciously sweet, convincing botrytized style, with lip-smacking, savoury acidity to 
balance the unctuousness of the single-vineyard Riesling, made more in the German 
than French style. 

Vondeling Sweet Carolyn 2015, Voor Paardeberg (500ml)             380   |    76 

Muscat de Frontignan grapes were laid on straw mats to raisin before making this 
unctuous, amber-coloured straw wine. The rich sweetness is cut by tangy acidity to 
provide a lingering finish. Enjoy with pâté or dessert.   

 

 

Fortified Wines               glass 80ml 

Soleil de Karusa White Muscadel, Klein Karoo (375ml)               95     |     24 

Muscat grapes are crushed and brandy added to the sweet juice to make this white 
Muscadel. 

Weltevrede Oupa se Wyn 2012, Robertson (375ml)              140    |     35 

Red Muscadel fortified with brandy to make a warming (15.5% alcohol) drink which 
slips down easily. 

De Krans Cape Vintage 2013, Calitzdorp - Klein Karoo              220    |     55 

Vintage-style Port from this Klein Karoo property specialising in Port-style wines with 
flavours and aromas of plums and Christmas pudding. Enjoy after a meal as a digestif. 

Allesverloren Fine Old Vintage 2010, Swartland               285    |     44 

Evolving gracefully with time in the bottle, this seriously-styled Port is made from 
several of the fine Portuguese varieties, which give the wine intensity and classic grip, 
with rich, nutty fruitcake flavours. 

De Krans Pink, Calitzdorp (375ml) – Klein Karoo               135    |     36 

Cheerful, fun pink Port recommended as a summer drink, splashed over ice. 

Oloroso de Karusa Barrel Aged Sherry, Klein Karoo (750ml)              320    |     36 

Oloroso makes a great apéritif with nuts, olives or figs, or after a meal with rich 
cheeses. 

Monis Pale Dry | Medium Cream | Full Cream Sherries               200    |     25 

The Fino is bone-dry in style, with the full cream, more generous, smooth and rich with 
nutty, woody flavours making it a good after dinner choice. Fino is best as an aperitif, 
while the fuller cream styles can be enjoyed as an end to a meal on its own or with a 
fine cigar. 
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South African Vintage Report 

Reprinted with kind permission of the Diners Club Platters SA Wine Guide 

2015 – Near perfect conditions produced a smaller but pristine crop, displaying exceptional 
quality across the style spectrum. One of the great vintages, possibly surpassing 2009.  

2014 – Later, slightly smaller and unusually cool, seemingly less powerful wines; potential for 
fine concentration and elegance if picked judiciously. 

2013 – Larger yields in a pleasingly moderate year. Good to very good whites and reds, with 
lighter alcohol levels. 

2012 – Unusually dry, warm January strained unirrigated vineyards; otherwise good to very good 
vintage for both reds and whites; moderate alcohol levels. 

2011 – Yet more variable than last vintage, impossible to generalise. Consult producer’s track 
record. 

2010 – “A thinking winemakers harvest”, with destructive winds, unseasonable rains, heat-waves 
and reduced crops hitting many areas. Later ripening whites and reds, and cooler / sheltered 
areas seem to have fared best – but very difficult to generalise. 
2009 – Perhaps one the greatest Cape vintages. Late and gruelling, but whites and reds both 
look stellar. Standout Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Riesling, Shiraz, Cab and Merlot. 

2008 – Long, wet, late and challenging but also unusually cool season, favouring elegance for 
both red and whites, with ripeness generally achieved at lower alcohols. 

2007 – Set to be one of the coolest in a decade, when an uncharacteristically early heat wave in 
January set the grapes on the path of quick ripening. Whites were hurriedly picked, with some 
fine results, and reds left on the vine in the subsequent cool weather ripened well and most 
were harvested before the early winter rains. 

2006 – Excellent and largely problem-free (though complicated by Western Cape power cuts).  
Perhaps the best white wine vintage in a decade. Particularly expressive Sauvignons and 
Chenins. Fleshy, mild tannined reds, with lower than average alcohol contents all round.   

2005 – Short, early and particularly challenging. Bone dry winter followed by early season rains, 
sparking disease and excessive plant vigour; then prolonged heat waves. Concentrated alcoholic 
reds; whites mostly average, some stellar exceptions. 

2004 – Long and late, yet cooler dry conditions yielded healthy, elegant wines with lower 
alcohols and yielding tannins. Chardonnay, Merlot and Shiraz especially promising. 

2003 – Hailed as an outstanding year, with concentrated, structured and generous reds as well 
as whites. The general euphoria tempered by some difficulties with late-ripening varieties in 
certain areas. 

2002 – Challenging and patchy year marred by disease and high harvest temperatures. 
Generally, individual producers’ track record rather than variety of terroir should guide the 
purchasing decision. 

2001 – Hot, dry largely disease-free vintage, yielding some excellent reds – fruity and 
concentrated, possibly long-lived. White-wine producers who picked between heat-waves 
delivered flavourful if alcoholic wines. 

2000 – Another hot year with predictably powerful, concentrated reds, sometimes with big 
tannins. The best should keep very well. Whites, by contrast, generally less stellar and for long 
ageing. 

All efforts are made to honour specified vintages at time of print, please be advised that new 
vintages may arrive without prior notice and are priced accordingly. Updated wine list changes 
are carried out regularly. 


